A numerical simulation of flow in a two-dimensional end-to-side anastomosis model.
In order to understand the possible role that hemodynamic factors may play in the pathogenesis of distal anastomotic intimal hyperplasia, we carried out numerical simulations of the flow field within a two-dimensional 45 degree rigid-walled end-to-side model anastomosis. The numerical code was tested and compared with experimental (photochromic dye tracer) studies using steady and near-sinusoidal waveforms, and agreement was generally very good. Using a normal human superficial femoral artery waveform, numerical simulations indicated elevated instantaneous wall shear stress magnitudes at the toe and heel of the graft-host junction and along the host artery bed. These sites also experienced highly variable wall shear stress behavior over the cardiac cycle, as well as elevated spatial gradients of wall shear stress. These observations provide additional evidence that intimal hyperplasia may be correlated to wall shear stresses over the cardiac cycle, high wall shear stress gradients, or a combination of the three. The limitations of the present work (especially in regard to the two-dimensional nature of the flow simulations) are discussed, and results are compared to previous observations about distal anastomotic intimal hyperplasia.